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Abstract
Principal component analysis is a fundamental operation in computational data 
analysis, with myriad applications ranging from web search to bioinformatics to 
computer vision and image analysis. However, its performance and applicability 
in real scenarios are limited by a lack of robustness to outlying or corrupted ob­
servations. This paper considers the idealized "robust principal component anal­
ysis” problem of recovering a low rank matrix A from corrupted observations 
D =  A +  E. Here, the error entries E can be arbitrarily large (modeling grossly 
corrupted observations common in visual and bioinformatic data), but are assumed 
to be sparse. We prove that most matrices A can be efficiently and exactly recov­
ered from most error sign-and-support patterns, by solving a simple convex pro­
gram. Our result holds even when the rank of A grows nearly proportionally (up 
to a logarithmic factor) to the dimension of the observation space and the number 
of errors E grows in proportion to the total number of entries in the matrix. A 
by-product of our analysis is the first proportional growth results for the related 
but somewhat easier problem of completing a low-rank matrix from a small frac­
tion of its entries. We give simulations and real-data examples corroborating the 
theoretical results and sketch several applications in computer vision.
1 Introduction
The problem of finding and exploiting low-dimensional structure in high-dimensional 
data is taking on increasing importance in image, audio and video processing, search, 
and bioinformatics, where datasets now routinely consist of thousands of vectors in 
thousand- or even million-dimensional observation spaces. The curse of dimension­
ality is in full play here: meaningful inference with limited number of observations
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requires some assumption that the data have low intrinsic complexity, e.g., that they 
are low-rank [13], sparse in some basis [10], or lie on some low-dimensional manifold 
of bounded curvature [2,22]. Perhaps the simplest useful assumption is that the ob­
servations all lie near some low-dimensional subspace. In other words, if we put all 
observations as column vectors of a matrix M  e  R mx” , the matrix should be (approx­
imately) low rank. Principal component analysis (PCA) [13,18] seeks the best (in an 
f2-sense) such low-rank representation of the given data matrix. It enjoys a number of 
optimality properties when the data are only mildly corrupted by small noise, and can 
be stably and efficiently computed via the singular value decomposition.
One major shortcoming of classical PCA is its brittleness with respect to grossly 
corrupted or outlying observations [18]. Gross errors are ubiquitous in modem appli­
cations in imaging and bioinformatics, where some measurements may be arbitrarily 
corrupted (e.g., due to occlusion or sensor failure) or simply irrelevant to the struc­
ture we are trying to identify. A number of natural approaches to robustifying PCA 
have been explored in the literature. These approaches include influence function tech­
niques [17,23], multivariate trimming [16], and random sampling techniques [14], Un­
fortunately, none of these existing approaches yields a polynomial-time algorithm with 
strong performance guarantees1.
In this paper, we consider an idealization of the robust PCA problem, in which 
the goal is to recover a low-rank matrix A  from highly corrupted measurements D — 
A  +  E. The errors E  can be arbitrary in magnitude, but are assumed to be sparsely 
supported, affecting only a fraction of the entries of D. This should be contrasted with 
the classical.setting in which the matrix A  is perturbed by small Gaussian noise. In that 
setting, classical PCA, computed via the singular value decomposition, remains opti­
mal. Here, on the other hand, even a small fraction of large errors can cause arbitrary 
errors in PCA’s estimate of the low rank structure, A.
Our approach to robust PCA is motivated by two recent, and tightly related, lines of 
research. The first set of results concerns the robust solution of over-determined linear 
systems of equations in the presence of arbitrary, but sparse errors. These results imply 
that for generic systems of equations, it is possible to correct a constant fraction of 
arbitrary errors in polynomial time [7]. This is achieved by employing the t y-norm as 
a convex surrogate for the highly-nonconvex f°-norm. A parallel (and still emerging) 
line of work concerns the problem of computing low-rank matrix solutions to under- 
detennined linear equations [6,21], One of the most striking results concerns the exact 
completion of low-rank matrices from only a small fraction of their entries [5,6,8].2 
There, a similar convex relaxation is employed, replacing the highly non-convex matrix 
rank with the nuclear norm (or sum of singular values).
The robust PCA problem outlined above combines aspects of both of these lines of 
work: we wish to recover a low-rank matrix from large but sparse errors. We will show
'Random sampling approaches guarantee near-optimal estimates, but have complexity exponential in 
the rank of the matrix /to- Trimming algorithms have comparatively lower computational complexity, but 
guarantee only locally optimal solutions.
2A major difference between robust PCA and low-rank matrix completion is that here we do not know 
which entries are corrupted whereas matrix completion assumes the support of the missing entries. Thus, 
robust PCA is conceptually a much more challenging problem as matrix completion can be converted to a 
robust PCA problem if one fills in the missing entries with random values and then use robust PCA to correct 
them.
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that combining the solutions to the above problems (nuclear norm minimization for 
low-rank recovery and f'1-minimization for error correction) yields a polynomial-time 
algorithm for robust PCA that provably succeeds under broad conditions:
With high probability, solving a simple convex program perfectly recovers 
a generic matrix A e  Rmxm of rank as large as C  , from errors 
affecting a constant fraction of the m? entries.
We also show how a near-solution to this convex program can be obtained rela­
tively efficiently via iterative thresholding techniques, similar to those proposed for 
matrix completion [4]. For large matrices, this algorithm is significantly faster and 
more scalable than general purpose solvers.
Finally, our proof implies strong results for the low-rank matrix completion prob­
lem, and including the first results to apply to the proportional growth setting where 
the rank of the matrix grows as a constant (non-vanishing) fraction of the dimension:
With overwhelming probability, solving a simple convex program per­
fectly recovers a generic matrix A  € R mxm of rank as large as Cm, from 
observations consisting of only a fraction pm? (p < 1) of its entries.
2 Problem Setting and Main Results
We assume that the observed data matrix D e  R mxn was generated from a low-rank 
matrix A e  M7" x n, by corrupting some of its entries. The corruption can be represented 
as an additive error E e  R mxn, so that D — A +  E. Because the error affects only a 
portion of the entries of D, E  is a sparse matrix. The idealized (or noise-free) robust 
PCA problem can then be formulated as follows:
Problem 1 (Robust PCA). Given D — A-\- E, where A and E  are unknown, but A is 
known to be low rank and E  is known to be sparse, recover A.
This problem formulation immediately suggests a conceptual solution: seek the 
lowest rank A  that could have generated the data, subject to the constraint that the errors 
are sparse: \\E \\q < k. The Lagrangian reformulation of this optimization problem is
min rank(A) +  7 ||£ '||o subj A  +  E  = D. (1)
A,E
If we could solve this problem for appropriate 7 , we might hope to exactly recover 
the pair (An, Eq) that generated the data D. Unfortunately, (1) is a highly nonconvex 
optimization problem, and no efficient solution is known.3 We can obtain a tractable 
optimization problem by relaxing (1), replacing the f°-nonn with the C -norm, and 
the rank with the nuclear nonn ||A||* =  Yli ^¿(A), yielding the following convex 
surrogate:
min ||A||* +  A ||£ ||i subj A +  E  = D (2)
A,E
3In a sense, this problem subsumes both the low rank matrix completion problem and the ^-minimization 
problem, both of which are NP-hard and hard to approximate. While we are not aware of any formal hardness 
result for ( 1 ), it is reasonable to conjecture that it is similarly difficult.
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This relaxation can be motivated by observing that ||,4||* +  A||£7|| i is the convex en­
velope of rank(A) +  A||£7||o over the set of (A , E ) such that ||A||2,2 +  W l l ,o o < l .  
Moreover, recent advances in our understanding of the nuclear norm heuristic for low- 
rank solutions to matrix equations [6,21] and the t 1 heuristic for sparse solutions to 
underdetermined linear systems [7,12], suggest that there might be circumstances un­
der which solving the tractable problem (2) perfectly recovers the low-rank structure 
A q . The main result of this paper will be to show that this is true under surprisingly 
broad conditions. A crude sketch of the result is as follows:
For “most” pairs (A0, Eq) consisting of a low-rank matrix A q and a sparse 
matrix E0,
{A0,E 0) =  argm in ||A||* +  A||£'||1 subj A  +  E  =  A 0 +  E0 (3)
A,E
and the minimizer is uniquely defined.
That is, under natural probabilistic models for low-rank and sparse matrices, almost 
all observations D = A q E E q generated as the sum of a low-rank matrix Aq and a 
sparse matrix Eq can be efficiently and exactly decomposed into their generating parts, 
by solving a convex program.4
Of course, this is only possible with an appropriate choice of the regularizing pa­
rameter A > 0. From the optimality conditions for the convex program (2), it is not dif­
ficult to show that the formatrices D e  MmXTO, the correct scaling isA =  0 ( m -1 / 2). 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we will fix
For simplicity, all of our results in this paper will be stated for square matrices D <e 
R mxm, although there is no difficulty in extending them to non-square matrices.
It should be clear that not all matrices A q can be successfully recovered by solving 
the convex program (2). Consider, e.g., the rank-1 case where U =  [e*] and V = 
[ej]. Without additional prior knowledge, the low-rank matrix A — USV* cannot be 
recovered from even a single gross error. We therefore restrict our attention to matrices 
A q whose row and column spaces are not aligned with the standard basis. This can 
be done probabilistically, by asserting that the marginal distributions of U and V  are 
uniform on the Steifel manifold W™ . In [6], this was called the random orthogonal 
model.
Definition 1 (Random orthogonal model [6]). We consider a matrix A q to be dis­
tributed according to the random orthogonal model of rank r if its left and right sin­
gular vectors are independent uniformly distributed m x r matrices with orthonormal 
columns.5 In this model, the nonzero singular values of Aq can be arbitrary.
4Notice that this is not an "‘equivalence” result for the intractable optimization (l)and  the convex program 
(2 ) -  rather than asserting that the solutions of these two problems are equal with high probability, we directly 
prove that the convex-program correctly decomposes D  =  A q +  Eo  into (To , E q). A natural conjecture, 
however, is that under the conditions of our main result, Theorem 1 , (T o , E o) is also the solution to (1 ) for 
some choice of 7 .
5I.e., the left and right singular vectors are independent samples from the Haar measure on the Steifel 
manifold W™.
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Definition 2 (Bernoulli error signs and support). We consider an error matrix Eq to be 
drawn from the Bernoulli sign and support model with parameter ps if the entries of 
sign(£Vi) are independently distributed, each taking on value 0 with probability 1 — ps, 
and ±1 with probability■ ps/2 each. In this model, the magnitude of the nonzero entries 
in Eq can be arbitrary\
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1 (Robust recovery from non-vanishing error fractions). For any p  > 0,
there exist constants (Cf > 0, p* >  0, mo) with the following property: ifm  > mo, 
{Aq, Eq) € MTOXm x Rmxm with the singular spaces of Aq e  R mxm distributed 
according to the random orthogonal model of rank
r < C f
m
log (m)
(5)
and the signs and support o f Eq € R mxm distributed according to the Bernoulli sign- 
and-support model with error probability < p*, then with probability at least 1 —Cm~p
A0, Eq) =  arg min \\A\\* +  ~^=\\E\\ i subj A + E  =  Aq +  E0, ( 6 )
and the minimizer is uniquely defined.
In other words, matrices Aq whose singular spaces are distributed according to 
the random orthogonal model can, with probability approaching one, be efficiently 
recovered from almost all corruption sign and support patterns without prior knowledge 
of the pattern of corruption.
Our line of analysis also implies strong results for the matrix completion problem 
studied in [5,6,8].
Theorem 2 (Matrix completion in proportional growth). There exist numerical con­
stants p*, p*, C all > 0, with the following property: if Ao € R mxm is distributed 
according to the random orthogonal model of rank
r < p* m, (7)
and T  C [m] x [m] is an independently chosen subset of [m] x [m] in which the 
inclusion of each pair (i , j )  is an independent Bernoulli^ — ps) random variable with 
Ps < Ps> lhen with probability at least 1 — exp (—Cm +  O(logm)),
Ao =  argmin||.A||* subj A (i,j)  =  A 0(i,j)  V ( i,j)  € T. (8) 
and the minimizer is uniquely defined.
Finally, in Section 5 we extend existing iterative thresholding techniques for solv­
ing equality-constrained (^-norm minimization problems [26] and nuclear norm min­
imization problems [4] to give an algorithm that produces a near-solution to (2) more 
efficiently and scalably than off-the-shelf interior point methods.
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2.1 Relationship to existing work
During the preparation of this manuscript, we were informed of results by Chan- 
drasekaran et. al. [9] analyzing the same convex relaxation. That paper’s main result 
shows that under the same probabilistic model, exact recovery can be guaranteed with 
high probability when
Polio <
m 1.5
log(ra) \/lo g (r )
(9)
While this is an interesting result, even for constant rank r it guarantees correction of 
only a vanishing fraction o(m L5) <c m2 of errors. In contrast, our main result shows 
that even if r grows proportional to m /log(m ), non-vanishing fractions of errors are 
corrected with probability approaching one. Both analyses start from the optimality 
condition for the convex program (2). The key technical component of this improved 
result is a probabilistic analysis of an iterative refinement technique for producing a 
dual vector that certifies optimality of the pair (^40, E0). This proof technique is related 
to techniques used in [7,25], with additional care required to handle an operator norm 
constraint arising from the presence of the nuclear norm in (2).
Finally, while Theorem 2 is merely a byproduct of our analysis and not the main 
focus of this paper, it is interesting in light of results by Candes and Tao [8]. That work 
proves that in the probabilistic model considered here, a generic m x m  rank r matrix 
can, with high probability, be efficiently and exactly completed from a subset of only
Cmr log8(m) ( 10)
entries. When r > y  this bound exceeds the number m 2 of possible observa­
tions. In contrast, our Theorem 2 implies that for certain scenarios with r as large as 
prm, the matrix can be completed from a subset of (1 -  ps)m2 entries. Formatrices of 
relatively large rank, this is a significant extension of [8]. Our result does not supersede
(10) for smaller ranks, however. These results are further contrasted in Section 7.
3 Analysis Framework
3.1 Notation
For any n  G Z + [«] =  { 1 ...  ??}. For M  G Rmxm, and / ,  J  C [m], Af/,j will denote 
the submatrix of M  consisting of those rows indexed by I  and those columns indexed 
by J . We will use • as shorthand for the entire index set: M /?,  is the submatrix con­
sisting of those rows indexed by I. M* will denote the transpose of M. For matrices 
P, Q G R mxn, (P, Q) =  trace[P*Q] will denote the (Frobenius) inner product. The 
symbol I  will denote the identity matrix or identity operator on matrices (this will be 
clear from context).
||M ||p,g will denote the operator norm of the matrix M , as a linear map between dp 
and tq. Important special cases are the spectral norm ||Af||2,2, and the max row- and 
column norms,
| | M | | 2 ,oo =  max \\Mi , | | 2 andi ||A /||1)2 -  maxllAi.jllo,3 (ID
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and the max element norm
||M||i,oo =  max | M yi,3
( 12)
We will also often reason about linear operators on matrices. If C : R mxm —» R mxm 
is a linear map, | |^ | |f ,f  will denote its operator norm with respect to the Frobenius 
norm on matrices:
sup
MtKmXm\{0}
K M ] \\f 
\\m \\f ■
(13)
If S  is a subspace, tcs will denote the projection operator onto that subspace. For 
U e  R m xr, 7iu will denote the projection operator onto the range of U. Finally, if 
I  C [m], 7r/ =  Yliei e >ei denote the projection onto those coordinates indexed 
by / .
We will let
to =  {(F j )  I Eotj i  0} (14)
denote the set of corrupted entries. By slight abuse of notation, we will identify Q with 
subspace {M  \ Mjj — 0 V ( i,j)  e  i)c), so 7 will denote the projection onto the 
corrupted elements. We will let E € Rmxm be an iid Rademacher (Bernoulli ±1) 
matrix that defines the signs of the corrupted entries:
sign(£?0) =  7rfi[E]. _  (15)
This slightly awkward expression will allow us to exploit independence between Q and 
E in our analysis.
The symbol <g> will denote the Kronecker product between matrices, vec will denote 
the operator that vectorizes a matrix by stacking the columns. For M  e  R mX77\  this 
operator stacks the entries Mij in lexicographic order. For x  — vec [M] e  R mxm we 
write xn  as shorthand for x L(Q), where L(Q) =  {jm  +  i \ ( i,j)  € fl} C [m2], and as 
further shorthand, we will occasionally use vecQ[M] to denote [vec[M]]n.
In both our analysis and optimization algorithm, we will make frequent use of the 
soft thresholding operator, which we denote <S7:
r o |x| < 7
\  sign(x)(|.x| - 7 ) \x\ > 7 (16)
For matrices Ar, <S7 [Ar] will denote the matrix obtained by applying <S7 to each element 
of A i j . Finally, we often find it convenient to use the notation
5 f [ X ] i ^ [ 5 7[X]]. (17)
That is, S ^ c applies the soft threshold to A" but only retains those elements not in i).
Throughout, we will use the symbol W™ to refer to the Stiefel manifold of matrices 
U € R mxr with orthononnal columns: U*U =  I rx r . We will use SO(r) to refer to 
the special orthogonal group of r x r matrices R  such that R*R = RR* = I rxr and 
det (R) = 1.
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3.2 Optimality conditions for (A0, E 0)
We begin with a simple sufficent condition for the pair Mo, Eq) to be the unique opti­
mal solution to (2). These conditions are stated in terms of a dual vector, the existence 
of which certifies optimality. Our analysis will then show that under the stated circum­
stances, such a dual certificate can be produced with high probability.
Lemma 1. Let Mo, Eq) e  R mxm x R mXTO, with
0  =  supp(£'0) C [m] x [m], (18)
Let A q =  USV* denote the compact singular value decomposition o f A q, and 6) 
denote the sub space generated by matrices with column space range ((7) or row space 
range(F):
© =  {UM* | M  e  R m xr} +  {MV* | M  e  R mxr} c  RTOXm. (19)
Suppose that ||ttqtt©||f ,f  < 1 and there exists W  € R mxm such that
[ [UV* + W]ij = Xsign(Eoij) V*, j  € Q, }
{ \\UV* + W]t j \ < W i J e Q f  (20)
[ U *w  =  0 W V  =  0 p T ||2,2 < 1 J
Then the pair Mo, Eq) is the unique optimal solution to (2).
Proof We show that if a Lagrange multiplier vector Y  =  UV* +  W  satisfying this 
system exists, then any perturbation ,4o ,4q +  A, Eq Eq -  A respecting the
constraint A + E  = A q +  E q cannot decrease the objective function. By convexity, we 
may restrict our interest to A satisfying || A|| lj00 < min(i l-E’o^l- For such A,
X\\E0 -  A ||i - A | |£ 0||i =  -A  sign(£J0y)A ij +  A |Ay | > (V, - A).
with equality if and only if 7rn± [A] =  0 (since on this set |Yy | is strictly smaller than 
A). Similarly, since Y  — UV* +  W  e  511 • |L I ,I A. o
M o +  All* > Mo||* +  (y ,A ). (21)
Moreover, since Moll* =  (U V *,A0) = (YMo), Moll* +  (Y, A) =  (y ; 4 0 +  A). 
Thus, by Lemma 2 below, if equality holds in (21), then A € ©. Summing the two 
subgradient bounds, we have
M o +  A||* +  X\\Eo — A ||i > Moll* +  AMo111, 
with equality only if A € ft n  0 . If ||7rfi7r© \\FjF < 1, then i l f l 0  =  {0} and so either
I Mo +  A||* +  X\\Eo — A ||i > M olU +M M olli, 
or A =  0. □
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Lemma 2. Consider P, Q € R wxm, with Hi^ H2,2 =  1 and <jmin(P) < 1. Let 
Q =  UTjV* denote the reduced singular value decomposition ofQ. Write the full sin­
gular value decomposition o f P  as P  — Ui
0
e 2 [ V2 ]* where
||E 2||2,2 < 1. Then if(P, Q) =  ||Q||*, U*U2 =  0 and =  0.
Proof
(P,Q)
' I 0 ' u* u  'w0
 
__
1 m u
V*Vi
Let Y  and Z  denote the orthogonal matrices Y  = U{Um u z  =
V fV
Vo*V , and let
k be the number of singluar values of P  that are equal to one. Then, after the above 
rotation
(P.Q) =  £ > , ( / > ) 5 > j ( <  Q)zijYij ^ » ( P j Z y Y y .  (22)
i= 1 j= 1 j= 1 i= 1
For all j , (Ji(P)ZijYij < || [5 s 2 ] Z . j  ||2 \\Y.j ||2 < 1, with equality if and only 
if a./(P) < 1 = >  =  0 and Z% j  =  Since whenever (P, Q) =  ||Q ||+ each of
the rT>{P)ZijYi3 must be one, this unplies that U^U and V fV  are both zero. □
Thus, guaranteeing that (Aq, Eq) is optimal with high probability is equivalent to 
asserting that a certain random convex feasibility problem is satisfiable with high prob­
ability. While there are potentially many W  satisfying these constraints, most of them 
lack an explicit expression. As has proven fruitful in a variety of related problems, 
we will instead consider a putative dual vector W0 that does have an explicit expres­
sion: the minimum Frobenius norm solution to the equality constraints in (20). We will 
see that this vector already satisfies the operator norm constraint with high probability. 
However, the box constraint due to sign(P0) is likely to be violated. We then describe 
an iterative procedure that, with high probability, fixes the box constraint, while re­
specting the equality and operator norm constraints. The output of this iteration is the 
desired certifying dual vector.
3.3 Iterative construction of the dual certificate
The proof will involve an iterative construction, in which we use the fact that with over­
whelming probability the violations of the inequality constraints, viewed as a matrix, 
have sparse rows and sparse columns. To formalize this, fix a small constant c € [0,1], 
and define
=  {Af € Rmxm | \\M .J o  < cm Vj, IIA4.Ho <  cmVi, 7rn [M] =  0} (23)
We will show that such matrices are near the nullspace of the equality constraints in 
(20). The equality constraints in (20) can be expressed as
ksi\W] =  7TQ[Asign(P0) -  UV*] - and 7r©[!F] =  0.
9
We will let T denote the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of these constraints:
r  = e  + n. (24)
Let £c denote the operator norm of 7rr , with respect to the Frobenius nonn on R mxm, 
restricted to ^ c:
sup T S i j p '  € |0' ^M e i c \ { 0 }  I IM  II F
(25)
In Section 4.3, we establish a useful probabilistic upper bound for this quantity. Before 
investigating these properties, we show that if and W0 are well-controlled, we can 
find a dual vector UV* -f W0c certifying optimality of (An, Eq).
Lemma 3 (Iterative construction of a dual certificate). Suppose for some c e  (0,1) and 
£ > 0, there exists Wq satisfying 7r©[Wo] =  0 and 7Tq [Wo] =  7rn[Asign(Eo) -  UV*], 
such that
||£/V* +  Wo||i,2 +  ----- — Sff_e(UV* +  Wo) <  (A — t)v/cm ,
1 -Ç c  F
| | t , V" +  W'o||2,oo +  —V  5 ? : e(CfV* +  W'o) < ( A - £ ) vS ,
I  — Sc F
and
ll^ol|2,2 +  -r— T  +  Wb)||F < 1.
Sc
Then there exists satisfying the system (20).
(26)
(27)
(28)
Proof. We construct a convergent sequence W0. W \, . . . whose limit satisfies (20). For 
each k, set
W k =  W * ., -  >rr x 5 j : e (U V  +  W \_ ,) ■ (29)
Notice that ire [W’( I =  ire (If,, ,] and 7rn [ l V =  7rf,[U',, , ], so for all k, ire  [H7t] =  0 
and 7TJ-2 [Wfc] =  7Tq [A sign(Eo) — t/V*]. We will further show by induction that the 
sequence {Wk) satisfies the following properties:
l |V V + W '» | | i ,2 < l |W  +  Wo||1,3 +  Wo) Y . Z  (30)
fe-1
i=0 
k- 1
*=0
IIU V  +  witila^o < IIu v  +  w01I2.00 +  s^_e( u v  +  iy0)||r ^ é
S?_e (UV' + Wk^ )
sf_e ( uv* +  W t-d
max < cm
max
3 J
< cm
\\&x-e(UV* +  Wk)\\F <  ¿11 S?c_e(UV* +  Wo)\\F.
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
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For k =  0, (30), (31) and (34) hold trivially. The sparsity assertion (32) follows from 
the assumptions of the lemma: for all i,
oi2c
^A- ,{UV* +  Wo < l|[[/V" +  M/o k . | | ;  _
J *,• (A _
^  <
( A - s p < cm.
The exact same reasoning applied to the columns gives (33). Now, suppose the state­
ments (30M34) hold for Wq . . .  Wk^ 1. Then
\\UV* + Wk\\h2 <
<
<
II uv* +  +  s?c_e(uv* +  Wfc-o
\\uv* +  Wfc-iiu.2 +  ¿S-e(uv* +  w0;
F
k- 1
Ck -l
S>c
\\uv +  Wow^  + 5 ? :e( t / v * + » ' , )  v e
i=0
establishing (30) for k. The same reasoning applied to || • ||2,<x> establishes (31) for k. 
Bounding the suimnation in (30) by j ^ r  and applying assumption (26) of the lemma 
gives that ||UV* +  W*II 1,2 < (A — &)2cm. This implies (32): the number of entries 
of each column of UV* +  W k that exceed A — e in absolute value is at most cm. The 
same chain of reasoning establishes that (33): the rows of S^°_E(UV* +  Wk) are also 
cm-sparse.
Finally, notice that
WSF-AUV + w o ilF  =  1 5 ? : ,  ( u v  + , -  r x 5 ? :e(t/v*  + 1r , - !
<?flc^X-e U V  + Wt-t  S?_e(U V  +  W’t _ i) +  xxrS?_c(U V  +
Since the entries of UV* +  W k- 1 -  S ^ le(UV* +  Wk- \)  have magnitude < A — e, 
n r S \ l e(UV* +  Wk~ 1 ) dominates S{ll £(UV* +  Wk) elementwise in absolute value. 
Hence, ||5 g !e(£/V* +  Wk)\\F <  \\irrS f e(UV* +  Wfc_ 1)||jF < a \ ^ l e(UV* +  
U7/,_i ) ||f , where we have used that S ^ e(UV* -f Wk_i) e  \KC. Thus each of the 
three statements holds for all k, and ||<S^If (i7V* +  W k) ||F decreases geometrically. 
For all k sufficiently large, || UV* +  W* || 1,00 <  A.
Meanwhile, notice that
\ \w k\\2,2 < ||W'*_1 ||2,2 +  ||F rx 5 ? It ((7V* +  Wt _ 1)||J ,J
<  1II2.2 +  ||5 g le(f/V* +  H V O I I f
<  l | W » - i l b , 2  +  H t l \ \ S ? : A U V '  +  W o ) | | f .  
By induction, it is easy to show that
fc-i
l|Wr*|l2,2 < l|W0||3,2 +  ||S ? :£( W  +  W0)||f £ £ .
i= 0
By the second assumption of the lemma, this quantity is bounded by 1 for all k. □
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4 Probabilistic Analysis of the Initial Dual Vector
4.1 Tools and preliminaries
In this section, we will often need to refer to the following subspaces
Ev = {UM* | M  € Rrxm }
Ev = {MV* | M  e Mmxr}
Euv  =  {UMV* | M  € Mrx r}.
Notice that 7r© — 7rS[/ +  7rsv — 7rS[/v and that ttzuv — ^Eu^Sv = nEv^Eu-
In the Bernoulli support model, the number of errors in each row and column con­
centrates about psm. For each j  e  [m], let
Ij  =  {* I ( i,j)  € fl}, (35)
i.e., Ij is the indices of the errors in the j-th  column. Similarly, for i e [m], set
Ji =  {J I (*, j )  € fl}. (36)
In tenns of these quantities, for each ?/ > 0, define the event
£n{ri) : max \L\ < (1 +  rj)pa and max | Jj] < (1 +  rj)pa.
3 *
Much of our analysis hinges on the operator norm of 7tq7t©. We will see that on the 
above event £q (??), this quantity can be controlled by bounding norms of submatrices 
of the singular vectors U and V. This results in a number of bounds involving the 
following function of the rank and error probability:
r ( r /m , pa) 0 \fr jrn  +  ^fpl 
1 — yjrjrn
(37)
Where r  is used as shorthand, it should be understood as r ( r /m ,  ps). We will repeat­
edly refer to the following good events:
£n u  : \ \ ^ ^ E u \\f ,f  < r { r / m , p a) .
¿ W  : IIttqttsv IIf,f < r  (r /m , pa) .
£ne ' ||7Tf27r©||F,F < 2 r (r /m ,p s) .
In establishing that these events are overwhelmingly likely, the following result on 
singular values of Gaussian matrices will prove useful:
Fact 1. Let M  € MTOXn, m  > n and suppose that the elements o fM  are independent 
identically distributed J\f (0 ,1) random variables. Then
P [Vmax(M) > y/m  +  y/n +  t ] <
P [&min(M) < y/m -  y/n. -  t] <
12
This result is widely used in the literature, with various estimates of the error ex­
ponent. The form stated here can be obtained by via the bounds E [amoa.(A/)] < 
\fm  +  yjn and E [crmin(M)] > y/m — yfn, in conjunction with [19] Proposition 2.18, 
Equation (2.35), and the observation that the singular values are 1-Lipschitz.
Lemma 4. Fix any ?/ € (0,1/16). Consider (U,V,Q) drawn from the random or­
thogonal model o f rank r < m with error probability ps > 0. Then there exists 
t* (r/m ,ps) >  0 such that
(  mt*2 \
P[/,v,n \£q(v) n  Sou n £QV n £Q@] > 1-4 m ex p  ( -----—  1 -4 m ex p
(38)
In particular, if for all m larger than some mo € Z, r /m  < pr < 1, then
ÏV.v'fi [ £ ç i ( v )  ¿ n u  El £ q v  H £ q ©] > 1 — exp (—Cm  +  0 (lo g (m ))). (39)
9 9 \
i £ P f m \
2 )
Proof Each of the random variables \Ij | is a sum of m independent Bernoulli (ps ) ran­
dom variables Xoj , . . .  X mj .  The partial sum ff'U  i Xk — Psk is a Martingale
whose differences are all bounded by 1, so by Azuma’s inequality, P [ |/5 | -  psm > t] <
exp ( —7 ^  ). The same calculation clearly holds for the J*, and so setting t — ppsm,
P[^o(?))c] < 2m P [|/j| > ps(l +  rf)m] < 2m exp
9 9 \
V Ps™ \
2 )
(40)
So, with high probability each row and column of Eq is (1 +  ?/)p.sm-sparse. We next 
show that such sparse vectors are nearly orthogonal to the random subspace range((7). 
The matrix U is uniformly distributed on W™ , and can be realized by orthogonalizing 
a Gaussian matrix. Let Z  € R mxr be an iid A/"(0, 2-) matrix; then U is equal in 
distribution to Z{Z* Z )~ l£2. For each f ,
>2 &min(Z^
where <7min(Z) denotes the r-th singular value of the m x r  matrix Z. Now, for any 
t >  0
P <7min(Z) < 1 -  y /r /m  - t < exp — (41)
Meanwhile, on the event £çi{rj),
Pz\ci \\Zii,*ba > s fr jm +  y j\lj\/m  + t
t 2m  
<  e x p  ( ------— (42)
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Hence,
W ii,»h,2 >
y / r / m  +  V 1 +  Py/Vs +  i
1 — y /r j  m  — t
<  ^ u \h
,tTT „ y/r/m. +  y/1 +  r)J~fTs + t  ,
W i i A w  >  —----- ;------7=7= — ;--------  I \Ij\ <  (1 + v)pam
1 — y / r / m  — t
+  P [ |i j | > (l + v)pam]
< 2 exp I ) + e x p  ( - T P s ™
Set t* < min ( |  — ^ y / / / ,  /n p s ) • By the assumption of the lemma, / l  +  ij +  y/rj < 
4/3, and
y / r / m  +  y /1  +  7)y/p~s +  / *
1 — y/rjm. — t*
So, (applying a symmetric argument to the V}.), then, for the event £\ defined below,
S i  : max ^max 11(7/^ .112,2, max 1110^ .112,2^  < r (r /m ,p s), (43)
Py,v,n [Si n Sq(i])\ > 1 -  4m exp — j  -  4m exp . (44)
If for all m > mo, r /m  < pr < 1, then f* is bounded away from zero. We next show 
that Si implies Squ, Soy, and 4 © .  We can express 7tq[M] in terms of its action on 
the columns of M : 7tq[M] =  Yhj 7113 So,
v - u ^ n l M ]  =  1 TT/^.M.je*, (45)
3
<
<
y/rjm  +  (y/1 +  ?? +  y ^ )  y/pl
I  (1 -  V^7™)
y/rj™  + iy /te
i l l -  v//7m)
< r(r/m ,p a ).
and ||7r3i;7rn[M]||J. =  £  l l ^ / . M . , ^  =  £  I I ^ tt/ . M . J I
< -  (m ax||C // j ,. ||2,2) ' | |M | | | . ,
and so on £1? ||7rn7rSu||jpF ||7rSv7rn||F|j? < r ( r /m , ps); and so £/ = »  £ni/. A 
symmetric argument establishes that Si = »  ¿W - Now, notice that since
flriTT© [Af] =  ttottsc/ [M] +  7Tq [% iM iry ] , (46)
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if we choose a basis B € Mr" r for the orthogonal complement of range(U) and define
Eu±v  =  {BQV* I Q e R m~r*r} c  R WXTn, then
||7T07r©||FjF < W^ Q^ Eu IIF,F +  II Î^îTTSyXv ||FF  • (47)
sup ||7Tfi[Ai]||F
m es^j. v\{o}
sup \\nQ[M]\\F = ||7ro7rsv ||F,F, 
mg Sv\{0}
Si Sqq and the proof is complete. □
We will need to understand concentration of Lipschitz functions of matrices that are 
uniformly distr ibuted (according to the Haar measure) on two manifolds of interest: the 
Stiefel manifold W™ and the group of r  x r  orthogonal matrices with detenninant one, 
SO(r). This is governed by the concentration function on these spaces:
Since
7TQ7TH, I F,F
<
Definition 3. [19] Let {X .d) be a metric space. For a given measure // on X , 
the concentration function is defined as
ax,d,»(t) =  sup { l  -  p{At) | A  C X , p ( A)  > , (48)
where At =  {x | d(x. A) < i} is a t-neighborhood of A.
The concentration functions for W ”' and SO(r) are well known:
Lemma 5 ( [20] Theorem 6.7.1. [20] Theorem 6.5.1), For r < m  the manifold 
W™ , with distance d{X,  Y )  =  || A' — Y  ||F. the Haar measure p has concentration 
function
. \ fiF (  m t2 \o m < J  -  exp ( -— — j  . (49)
Similarly, on SO(r)  with S(X.  Y)  =  ||A' — Y  ||F, and u the Haar measure.
& SO (r) ,6 ,v(t )  < (50)
Propositions 1.3 and 1.8 of [19] then imply that Lipschitz functions on these spaces 
concentrate about their medians and expectations:
Corollary 1. Suppose r < m, and let f  : with Lipschitz norm
WfWlip =  sup
A W
i f ( X )  -  f ( Y  
\ \ X - Y \ \ f
(51)
Then ifU  is distributed according to the Haar measure on W’n, and m edian(/) de­
notes any median,
P [f(U) > m edian(/) +  t] < exp mt 2 \
W fW P) '
(52)
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Similarly, if g : Mrxr —* Mm with Lipschitz norm
\\g\\up = sup
X * Y
\ g ( X ) - g ( Y ) \
\ \ X - Y \ \ F
(53)
Then if R  is distributed according to the Haar measure on SO(r), g satisfies the fol­
lowing tail bound:
P | p ( f i ) - E [ ® ( f i ) ] | > < 2 exp (54)
Proof The concentration result (52) is a restatement of [19] Proposition 1.3. For (54), 
notice first that [19] Proposition 1.3 implies that
P[|<?(i*)-median(«7)| > t ) <  2 exp ^ ~ 8y |2 j  • (55)
If we set
a i r 2exp(“a g c ) dt = H*-\/?' (56)
then [19] Proposition 1.8 gives
F[\g(R) -E [# ] | > a +  t] < 2 exp ^ - gj ^ 2 j  • (57)
□
Our remaining analysis is organized as follows: Section 4.2 shows that with over­
whelming probability the operator norm of the initial dual vector is bounded by a quan­
tity that can be made less than one by assuming that the error probability is a small con­
stant and r / m  is sufficiently small. Section 4.3 then shows that the restricted operator 
norm £c is also bounded by a small constant. Finally, Section 4.4 bounds the Frobenius 
norm of the violations of the box constraint.
4.2 Bounding the operator norm
In this section, we begin our analysis of the minimum Frobenius norm solution to the 
equality constraints of the feasibility problem (20). We show that with overwhelm­
ing probability this matrix also has operator nonn bounded by a small constant. A 
by-product of this analysis is a simple proof for the models studied here, the easier 
problem of matrix completion -  filling in a low-rank matrix from its missing entries 
-  can be efficiently and exactly solved, even for cases when the rank of the matrix 
to be completed grows in proportion to the dimension. Section 7 further elucidates 
connections to that problem.
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General approach. We begin by showing that with high probability the minimum 
Frobenius norm solution is unique, and giving an explicit representation for the pseu­
doinverse operator in that case. This operator, denoted T if  is applied to the matrix 
A sign^n] — UV* to give the initial dual vector. We separately bound the norm of the 
two terms induced by ||7Ytsign[JE70]||2,2 and ||7Yt [CV*]||2,2> respectively. Both argu­
ments follow in a fairly straightforward manner by reducing to a net and then applying 
concentration inequalities. Throughout this section, N  will denote a ^-net for Sm_1. 
By [19] Lemma 3.18, there is such a net with size at most exp(4m). Moving from 
m | |2,2 =  supj,.>ye$rn-i x*Ay  to our product of nets loses at most a constant factor in 
the estimate: ||A ||2)2 < 4 supx y e Nx*Ay  (see e.g., [24] Proposition 2.6). We will 
argue that for our A  of interest, f (A)  — x* A y  concentrates, and union bound over all 
exp (8 m) pairs in N  x N.
Representation and uniqueness of W0.
Lemma 6 (Representation of the pseudoinverse). Suppose that \\-kq'kci\\f,f < L Then 
the operator I  — ttqttq-kq is invertible, and for any M the optimization problem
min ||W ||^  subj 7T©[W] — 0, nçi[W\ = na[M] (58)
has unique solution
OO
W  =  7r©±7TQ (I -  TTQTreTTQ)- 1 7Tn[A/] =  ?r©-L7Tq y^fTTnnenn )kirQ[M].
k=0
Proof Choose matrices U1 , V L € Mmxm_r whose columns form orthonormal bases 
for the orthogonal complement of the ranges of U and V, respectively. Let Q denote 
the matrix
<s> u*
Q = <8> U* 
V* ® u 1*
Notice that the rows of Q are orthonormal, and that they form a basis for the subspace of 
vectors {vec[Ai] | M  e  0}. The equality constraint in (58) can therefore be expressed
as
Q
I q ,*
vec(W) = 0
vecn [M] _ 5 (59)
Here, I is the m 2 x m 2 identity matrix, and I q., is the submatrix of I consisting of 
those'rows indexed by Q, taken in lexicographic order. The minimum Frobenius norm 
solution W  is simply the minimum f2 norm solution to this system of equations. Define 
the matrix
P  =  Q I .,n .
Notice that for any matrix M,
Q*P Io,*vec[M] = vec [7t©7TqAÎ] .
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Since Q and I n i# each have orthononnal rows, ||7r©7rQ||i?jF =  ||Q * P la # ||2,2 =
I p
| |P ||2,2. So, by the assumption of the lemma ||P ||2,2 < 1, and the matrix ^
is nonsingular. We therefore have the following explicit expression for the unique min­
imum P-nonn solution to (59):
vec [IF] =  [ Q* I . ,n I p  '
- 1 0
P* I _ vecn[Af] _ (60)
Applying the Schur complement formula (which is justified since I >- P*P), the above 
is equal to
Q* I . ,o  ] j  (I -  P * P ) - 1vecn [M]
=  (I -  <?*Q)I.,n(I -  P * P ) - 1 I !!,.vec[M]
oo
=  (I -  Q * < 3 )I.,n £ (In ,.Q * « I.,n )* In ,.v e c [M ]
k —0
vec 7T© ± TTfi ^  ( 71-q TT© 71-fi ) ^  71-q [ M ]
k = 0
yielding the representation in the statement of the lemma. □
Effect of the singular vectors. We next analyze the part of the initial dual vector W0 
induced by UV*. From the previous lemma we have the expression
OO
U ][] =  7r©±7TQ y^(7TQ7re7rn)fc7r^[-] (61)
fc= 0
whenever ||7rQ7r©||F;F < 1. Analysis of H^[UV*] is complicated by the fact that UV* 
and 0  are dependent random variables. Notice, however, that 7r© depends only on the 
subspace spanned by the columns of U, not on any choice of basis for that subspace. 
UV*, on the other hand, does depend on the choice of basis. We will use this fact to 
decouple 'W  and UV*, and show that the f2 operator norm of H^[UV*\ is bounded 
below a small constant with overwhelming probability.
Lemma 7. Let (U, V, Q.) be sampled from the random orthogonal model o f rank r with 
error probability ps. Suppose that r and ps satisfy
T { r /m ,p s) < \ .  (62)
Then with probability at least 1 -  exp ( -C m  +  O(logm)), the solution Wq V to the 
optimization problem
min || IF Up subj U*W =  0, W V  =  0, 7tq[VF] =  -7Tn[UV*} 
is unique, and satisfies
(63)
(64)
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Proof. First consider the event
Si : \\*n[UV]\\2t2 < 64r.
Fix x .y  e  N  and write
x*M U V *}y = (U*Trn[xy*},V*).
On the event Sçiu, \\U*Trçi[xy*]\\F < r . So, as a function of V, f ( V)  =  a;*7rn[?7V'*]j/ 
is r-Lipschitz. Since the distribution of V is invariant under the orthogonal transfor­
mation V  i—^ —V, /(V )  is a symmetric random variable and 0 is a median. Hence, on 
the event Squ the tail bound (52) implies that
Pv|i7fn [f{V) > t] < exp ■ (65)
Set / =  16r. A union bound over the < exp(8m) elements of N  x N  shows that on
Squ,
®V|c/,n ||’rn[^V '*]||2 2 >  64r < Pv|t/,n sup x *-k a[UV*)y > 16r
L . ’ _ x , y £ N x N
< exp (—24m ),
and hence we can conclude that
Pi/,v,n [Si] > 1 -  exp (-24m ) -  ¥[£&„]
> 1 — exp (—Cm +  0 (log m )) .
Now, consider the combined event Si n  Sqq. On this event, the representation in 
Lemma 6 is valid and
OO
w g v  = -7Te ±nn (7Tqtt©71 n )k [UV*}. (66)
k=0
For any M, ne ±[M] = ■ku± M ttv ±, ||7r@x[M]||2,2 < ||A /||2,2» so
l K v lh .2 < ^(Tr^TTeTr^J^TrotCV7
k=o
< l k n [ ^ m i 2,2 + ¿(TrnTTeTT Q)k[UV* (67)
k=  1 2,2
We have already addressed the first term. To bound the second, we expand our proba­
bility space as follows. Consider U and V  distributed according to the Haar measure 
on W™_x. Identify U and V  with the first r columns of U and V, respectively, and 
write U and V  for the remaining m — 1 — r  columns. Notice that U and V  are indeed 
distributed according to the random orthogonal model of rank r, and that U and V
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follow the random orthogonal model of rank m — r — 1 (although, of course, U and U 
now dependent random variables). Write
0 0
T , ( i r n * e * a ) k  [ V V ] =
0 0
y ' ( ’ w r e w n ) *  \ ( J V *  -  Û V ’ }
k =  1 
<
OO
y ^ ( 7 T Q 7 r © 7 r ^ ) fc
f c = l
2  2
Ü V *
f c = l
+
9  9
OO
Û V *
k = 1  J
We next show that with overwhelming probability each of these terms is well-controlled. 
Notice that if R e SO (m — r — 1) is any orthogonal matrix, then the joint distribution 
U, U, and U is invariant under the map
Ü  V-* Ü
I  0
0 R (68)
This follows from the right orthogonal invariance of the Haar measure on (see
e.g., [11] Section 1.4.3). Since this map preserves U and V', it also preserves 0 .
Hence, the term of interest, U V * is equal in distribution
to £ / * L i ( 7rf 27re 7ro ) / Il R V 2,2
The orthogonal matrix R  is independent of all of
the other terms in this expression. This independence allows us to estimate the norm 
by first bounding the operator norm of the map £ £ 1  and then applying
measure concentration on SO (m — r — 1). For fixed x, y  e  N, consider the quantity
x  ^(TrnTreTrn;
fc=i
URV* y  =  (  Û* ( ¿ ( 7rr27r©7r^)k[xy*] j V, R
<k= 1
=  (M, R ) .
This is a ||Af ||i?-Lipschitz function of R. Since for any w  e  Sm_1, Rw  is uniformly 
distributed on Sm_1, E [e*Rw] =  0 for all i . So, E [R] — 0 and ER\M (M, R) = 0. On 
the event £q@,
||M||F  <  <
k =  1
lko7f©7rnliF,F
1  — ||7TQ7r©7To||F,F ® v * I | f <
Hence, on £q© by (54)
4 r2 ^  4t
1 — 4 r2 “  ¥ '  
(69)
Er \m  [(M, R) > 7 (m) + 1] < 2 exp ( ~ ~ ^ 2 8 ¥ r ^ ~  )  ’ i70)
4t ( —  ) 2 /--------------- /---------------
where 7 (m) ■= 1 ^  y j m -r-i -  5 y  m- r - v  For compactness of
notation, set /3(m,r) = y  m~7 1 .. Then, setting t — union bounding over the
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< exp(8m) pairs in N  x N,  and then moving from N  x N  to §m 1 x Sm_1 (losing 
at most a factor of 4) gives
R\U.V,Q
And so,
5>Q7T©7rn )fc
fc=l
URV
u ,v ,n B
fc=i
7rn7r©7rn, UV*
256 r
> W ^ r) +4y{m)
256 r  , x
> 77-T7------ r +  47(77?)
< 2 exp ( —2477? ).
(71)
3/3(77?, r)
R \u ,v ,n D
fc=i
TTOTTeTTf?, URV
2,2
256 r  , .
>  ^ 7 -------- 7 +  4 7 ( m ;3/3(77?, r)
< 2 exp (—24/7?) +  P [£^@] < exp (—Cm  -f 0 ( lo g 777)).
An identical argument, this time randomizing over R  = I 00 R shows that
u y , q UV^ T (n niTe 7rn )k 
k= 1
Combining terms yields the bound.
256r , , >> ------r +  47(777;
3/3(77?, 7')
< exp (—Cr??-)-0 (log7??))
(72)
□
Effect of the error signs. We next consider the effect of the error signs. As in the 
previous proposition, we handle the k — 0 and fc =  1 . . .  00 parts of the representation 
in Lemma 6 separately.
Lemma 8. There exists a function <p(ps) satisfying lim^x^o 4>(ps) =  0, such that if Eq 
is distributed according to the Bernoulli sign and support model with error probability
Ps-
JPfi.s ||sign( £ ,0)||2 2 > 4>(ps)y/m < exp (-Cm,) . (73)
Proof We first provide a bound on the moment-generating-function for the iid random 
variables = sign(Eoij) of the fonn E[et r ] < eat . The moments of Y  are
{ 1
0II
E [y fe] =  l  0 k odd
[ ps k > 0, k even
so E[en  ] -  1 +  Efc=i Since eai =  i + E r = i -
such that
, it suffices to choose a
Since > k k, a > maxfc= i ;2,... jps  suffices. Consider the function : [1, oo) x 
[0, 1 ] -+ R defined by if>(x,y) = J y *. = y, and for ally l im * .^  if)(x,y) =  0.
The only stationary point occurs at x * =  log(l/y ), and hence for y > 0 its maximum
on [Too) is if>(x*(y),y) =  max (y, iog(y-i )y 1°8(l>~1)) .  Notice that limyN|0 <P(x*{y), y) 
0, and that
E[et r ] < e'Kx*(p')’p-)* .  (74)
Now, for any fixed pair x. y  € iV, let Z  =  x* sign(jE'o) V- Then
E[eiZ] =  p jE [e iXi2/jFi3] < =  e (^,x*(Ps),Ps)t2
ij ij
Applying a Chemoff bound (and optimizing the exponent) gives
P [x* sign(£o)y > t ] <  exp ( -  * ---- - ]  . (75)
V 4^(x*(ps),p s)y
Union bounding (and recognizing that moving from Ar x N  to § m_1 loses at most a 
factor of 4) gives
P [||sign(£o)|l2,2 > 4ty/m\ < exp ( 8m -  m — — -— -----* ‘ (76)
V 4if)(x*(ps),ps) J
If we set, e.g., t(ps) = 8ib1^ ‘2(x*(ps), ps), the probability of failure will be bounded 
by exp(—8m). Further setting 4>(ps) — 4t(ps) gives the statement of the lemma. □
The above lemma goes part of the way to controlling the component of the ini­
tial dual vector induced by the errors, H t [Asign(£'0)]. A straightforward Martingale 
argument, detailed in the following lemma, completes the proof.
Lemma 9. Consider (U. V, U, E) drawn from the random orthogonal model of rank 
r < rn with Bernoulli error probability ps and random signs, and suppose that r and 
ps satisfy
r ( r / m , p s) < \  (77)
Then with probability at least 1 — exp( —Cm  +  0 ( log m )) in (If V, £2, £), the solution 
Wfy to the optimization problem
m in ||IT ||f ' subj U*W  =  0, W V  =  0, 7Tq [VF] =  — 7rn[Asign(£'o)] (78)
is unique, and satisfies
\ K \ 2,2 <  <f>(ps) +
128 r ( r / m, p s)
where <f>(-) is the function defined in Lemma 8.
(79)
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Proof. On event £q©, the minimizer is unique, and can be expressed as
W{f  =  7T© ± 7Tq  ^  ( 7Tq 7T©7Tfì) k71Q [A S ig l i(Eq)].
k = 0
.Since 7r©i. is a contraction in the (2, 2) norm,
l|W ^ ||j,2 < signfEo)]
k —0 2,2
< ||7rn [A sign[E00 9.9 + 71-^ )A 7rn [A sign( Eo)]
fc=i
Lemma 8 controls the first term below <j>(ps) with overwhelming probability. For the 
second term, it is convenient to treat sign(£'o) as the projection of an m x m iid 
Rademacher matrix E onto Q: sign(Eo) =  7tq[E]. Fix x .y  e N, and notice that
OO j  OO \
** ^ ( 7ro 7r©7ro ) /r7ro[Asign (^°)]y  =  /  A [ay*], E \  .
fc= 1 \  k=  1 /
=  (ALE).
On the event <?n©, M  e  R mX77) has Frobenius norm at most -7— , 4t~ , < -rr=.
Order the indices (¿, j )  1 < i , j  < m arbitrarily, and consider the Martingale Z  defined 
by Z0 = 0, Zk =  Z/._i +  Miktjk Eifcj fc. The fc-th Martingale difference is bounded 
by |Mifc)j fc |, and the overall squared £2-norm of the differences is bounded by || M\\2F. 
Hence, by Azuma’s inequality,
P [<M, E) > /] < exp -
9mt‘
32r2 (80)
Set / =  a  union bound over the < exp(8m) elements in N  x N  shows that on 
the event £qq,
^  ( Trn 7T© 7i-r2 ) 7!-^  [ A sign ( En ) ]
fe=i
>
128r
< exp (—24m ). (81)
Hence, Pc/,y ,n ,E  ||I]fcLi(^Q^© ^o)^o[Asign(i?o)]||2 2 > is bounded by 
exp (—24m) 4- P[£^©] < exp (—Cm  +  0 ( log m ) ) .
□
4.3 Controlled feedback for sparse matrices
Lemma 10 (Representation of iterates). Let 0 , F, Q be defined as above. Suppose that 
II^qtt© ||f ,f  < 1. Then for all M  e fl1 ,
OO
7Tr [M] = 7ri2x7r©^(7r©7Tfi7r©)fc7r©[M]. (82)
k=o
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Proof. For M  £ iC ,
vec[7rr M] =  [Q* | I . t0]
=  [Q* | I . ,n ]
I P  
P* I
I P
P* I
- 1  r
1  - 1  r
Q vec [M]
Q vec[M] 
0
Under the condition of the lemma, ||P ||2,2 < 1 so the above inverse is indeed well- 
defined, and can be expressed via the Schur complement formula:
vec[7T rA f] Q' i l  -  P P T lQvec[M] -  I .  u P ' d  -  P P ‘ y  'Q m \M \
=  n u ± Q * ( l
oo
— KqxQ* B p p * )kQvec[M],
k= 0
Recognizing that
OO
« * E ( p p * )kQvec[M] =  vec
fc= 0
completes the proof.
ti© ^ ( 7 r©7ri27r©)fc7r© [M ]
fc=0
□
Lemma 11. Fix any c £ (0,1). Consider (U, V, Q) drawn from the random orthogonal 
model of rank r < m, with Bernoulli error probability ps. Further suppose that r and 
ps satisfy
r ( ^ , p s) <
Then with probability at least 1 -  exp (—Cm  +  0(log m)),
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< 9 ( f ^ + v ~ c + 2 v m ) ,
(83)
(84)
where H(c) is the base-e binary entropy function.
Proof. From the above representation, whenever ||7iy27t©||f ,.f < 1,
c _
S,c
<
sup 
M  £
\ \M \ \ f < 1
X ^ (7r©7r^ 7r©)fc7r©[M l
k = 0
^ ( ■ K q -Kq TTq ) 1
k = 0
sup
F,F M  £
\\M\\f <1
h e [ M ] \ \ ,
<
1
i .. ^ ^ ----- SUP \\*e[M]\\F .1 -  ||7r©7rn7r©||F?F M  £ ^
\\M \\/< 1
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Now,
\\*e[M]\\F <sup 
M  e  * c 
\ \ M \ \ f  <  1
sup \\nuM\\F + \\Mnv \\F
M e * c
\ \ M \ \ f  <  1 
< sup \\UI i 0 \\2,2 +  sup ||Vj,.||2,2 .
| / |< c m  |J |< c m
Identify U with the orthogonalization Z(Z*Z) x^ ’2 of an m x r iid J\f(0, matrix 
Z. Then for any given I  C  [m] of size cm, ||t/j,«||2,2 < • Now,
F  amin(Z) > 1 -  y/r /m  -  11 
Meanwhile, for each I  of size cm, again
\\Zi * ||2,2 >  y/r /m  +  yfc + to
< exp m ir
<  exp —
m t i
(85)
(86)
There are at most exp (mH(c)  +  O(logm)) such subsets I, where H(-) denotes the 
base-e binary entropy function, so
max || ,  ||2 2 > y / r / m  +  yfc + 12 <  exp (—m (t\/2  — H(c)) +  O(logm)) .
Choosing ¿i =  \  y/l//> and set U — 2y/H(c)  and combining bounds gives
(87)
c < y/i7™ + y/c+2y/H(c)
SC ~~ (1 -  4r(r/m .,ps)2)(l -  y/r /m)
(88)
Noticing that y/rjm  < r  and applying the bound r  < 1/4 to the terms in the denomi­
nator completes the proof. □
4.4 Controlling the initial violations
In this section we analyze the initial dual vector W0 given by the minimum Frobenius 
norm solution to the equality constraints of the optimality condition (20), and show 
that for any constant [3, the probability that ||«S_a_ [UV* +  II o]||f  >  3/5 approaches
zero. We will treat the parts of UV* +  Wq =  UV* +  F0[—UV*] +  H t [Asign(£’0)] 
separately, and use the following simple lemma to combine the bounds:
Lemma 12. For all matrices A , B, and a  € (0,1),
l i s f n  +  S]IIf  < ||5 ? ;M H f  +  l|5(T - a h |B]||F. (89)
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Proof. Notice that for scalars x, |<S7 [x]| is a convex nonnegative function. Hence, for 
matrices A" € R mxm, ||«S7 '' [A]||f  is again convex (see, e.g, [3] Example 3.14), and so
| | S f  [¿  +  S ] ||F =
< a
a — +  (1 — ct)-r—a  ' v ' 1—a
7 n‘ [ | ]  + d - « )
=  ||S £ [.4 ]||J, +  ||5f1‘_o)7 [B]||F .
□
The strategy, then, is to bound the expectation of ||5^ /3[-]||f  for each of the three 
terms, using the following lemma. It will turn out that for any prespecified p, we can 
choose Co such if r < C0l- ^ - ,  the expected Frobenius norm of the violations is 
0 (m ~p); an application of the Markov inequality then bounds the probability that the 
value deviates above any fixed constant ¡3.
Lemma 13. Let X  be a symmetric random variable satisfying the (subgaussian) tail 
bound
-P [A > t] < e ~ Gt\
Let Y  =  S y(X). Then
E [Y 2] < ^ e x p ( - C 72)
Proof. Since A" is symmetric, Y  is also symmetric, so
poo pOO
E[Y2] =  4 /  t ¥ [ Y >t ] d t  < 4  te~c ^ +^ d t
Jo Jo
/
oo pOO
(s — y)e~Cs ds < 4 J  se~Cs ds.
(90)
□
Lemma 14. Let X  be a random variable satisfying a tail bound of the form
P [|A | >a. + t] < C ie - ^ 2.
Suppose 7  > a. and let Y  =  57(A"). Then
E [Y2] <  (^ r  exp ( - C 2(7  -  a)2) . (91)
Proof.
E[V2]
poo pOO
2 /  (P [|Y | >t]dt = 2 (P[|Ar | > 7  +  t]dt.
Jo Jo
pOO pOC'
2 /  (s -  7 )P[|AC| >  s]ds < 2Ci /  (s — 7 ) exp (—C2(s — a)2) ds
J 7  J-y
poo
2Ci / {q + a . - y ) e x p { - C 2q2)dq <  —- exp ( - C 2(7  -  a)2) .
J 7—a ^2
□
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In the previous section we were interested in controlling the quadratic products 
x*Woy involving the initial dual vector H o and arbitrary unit vectors. Here, because 
the soft thresholding operator S 1 acts elementwise, in this section we require tighter 
control over e*W0ej. Because there are only n r  pairs (ei?e3), much tighter control 
can be established, as is formalized in the following lemma:
Lemma 15. Consider U, V  drawn from the random orthogonal model of rank r. For 
any k > 0, define the events
£[/(«) : max ||{/*)#||2 < \ —r~— •i V is log m
Sv (n) : max | | | | 2 <
i V islogm
Then ifr  < for some C0 <
P u,v(£(/(*) n  Ev (k)}> 1 -  2m exp ( ~ (k . (92)
v 8 log m J
On these good events,
2
max 7T© [e*e*] < T (93)
i,j J * \Jn\ogm
Proof Notice that f (U)  =  || C/i;# ||2 is a 1-Lipschitz function of U. Since ]T • ||Uiy% ||  ^ =  
\\U\\2F = r, by symmetry E [ | |^ j#||5] =  By the Markov inequality, /  has a median 
no larger than 2E[/] < 2v /E [/-j =  2v /^ y. Invoking Lipschitz concentration on W™ 
and union bounding over the m choices of i,
max | | ^ ;.  ||2 >
1
k log m . (94)
An identical calculation applies to Sv(r).  Suimning the two probabilities of failure 
completes the proof. □
Lemma 16. Let (U, V) be distributed according to the random orthogonal model of 
rank r < m. For any fixed Q C [m] x [m] and n > 0, on the good event £[/(«)
[UV*]
3 y/m
<
4 1 _ K
—---------------- m 2  144 .
yjK log m
(95)
Proof Fix U and consider [UV*]ij =  Ui^V*% as a ||i/i,»||2-Lipschitz function of V. 
On £u (k), the Lipschitz constant is bounded by (k log m )-1 / 2, and
*v\u  [[UVfo > t } <  exp
hit2 m log m
(96)
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By Lemma 13, on Su,
Ev\u l l ^ b <
16
um  log m
exp ( -  — log(m) ) .
Hence, sunmiing over < o r  pairs (i:j )  € Sl‘
EV|u \U V\
1 Zy/rn
<
16
k log m
1 -  —  m  72.
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality completes the proof.
(97)
(98)
□
Lemma 17. Fix any (3 >  0, k  > 0. Consider (U,V,Q) drawn from the random 
orthogonal model o f rank r, with Bernoulli error probability ps, and suppose that r, ps 
satisfy
r  <  Cr log m ' C 0 < h ’ T (99)
Then there exists mo, C\, Co > 0 such that for all m  >  mo,
E [ /,v ,q s n\ fn ] \uv*]] >(3 <
C \m 5 2 0 4 6
¡3 \Jk log m +  E[/,V',q  [ £ t / ( « ) c U  Sv ( k ) c U Sq q ] .
Proof We use a similar splitting trick to that in Lemma 7. Again let U and V  be 
unifonnly distributed on W ^ _ 1. Identify U and V with their first r columns, and let 
U and V denote the remaining m — r -  1 columns. Write
[H'[UV*]\
<
S ^ y TÜ ÜV* - ÛV*
F
1 n ] ü v * \ +
F
S QCy  \ÛV*
F
We first address the second term. On the event £q©,
OO
1
6 y/rn
7T©i-7Tf2 y^(7 r^7 r© 7T Q )^7 rn ¿ / v * !
k = 0 F
S Q i
6 N/m
TTnxTTQxTrn y~ ^ (7 r^7 r© 7 r^ )fc7Tn w * |
oo
7t©7Tq ^(7rQ7r©7rn)fc7TQ 
fe=o F
Here, we have used that 7Tq±7Tqx7Tq =  7Tqj.( I  — 7r©)7r^ =  —7rQ_L7r©7iQ. Now, since 
for any R e SO(m_— r — 1), the joint distribution of (Ü, V, Q) is invariant under the 
map
Ü ^  Ü I  00 R ( 100)
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Moreover, this map preserves U and V, and therefore V ) . Hence, if R  is distributed
according to the invariant measure on SO(m  — r — 1 ), r O [ u v * \
6v^r
is equal
in distribution to SiTi 7r©7TQ J2kLo(nnnGnn)knnpR V *]
element of this matrix,
Consider the i , j
h ^©^o ¿ ( ttqttenn)k7rn[URV*]ej =  ^ U* |  ^ (7rn 7T©7Tq )f c [e^e*] j V , R
\k=0
= ( M R ) .
This is a || A /||F-Lipschitz function of R. On Su (k) n Sv (k)  n Me,
\\M\\f < — F qtt© ||f ,f 4r—  lk©[CiCj]||F < T-----7-T --7- —
?,F  J 1 -  4 r “ y / K log
<
|7ro7r©7rQ||F " 1 ' “M"‘ — ^ /cl ff(m) '¿Vk logm
Let S = \ J ■ Since E r [(M, R)] =  0, the tail bound (54) implies that
9 k,S2 m\og(m)t2
P r |m  [{M, R) > q{m) + 1] < 2 exp -
32
where
By Lemma 14, E R|&^ . n 
64
z „  \ 4 / 8 tr
Q(rn) =  —  J -------:---------
¿0 V Km log m
s  . m , R ) } 26 y/m
( 101)
( 102)
9 n82m  log(m 
For compactness, let
exp -
nd2 log(m) /  1 4 / 87r
32 \ 2 S V k  log(m) (103)
a r / m , Ps ,m ) ± i  - ¡ g n . i j - g - (104)
Then summing over the < m 2 elements in Q c gives that on the event £ u {k ) C \ £ v ( k ) n  
Me,
64
,SQ1 URV*
- 2 “
6 v 7 S T - F_
By the Markov inequality, on £jy(«) fl Sy(n)  n  M e ,
— Ot-X29kS2 log m m r .
R\U,V,Cl 5 Q ! \h ] [ tURV > i <
167T!^ /2
3/?<5-y/Klog(m)
(105)
(106)
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An identical calculation shows that if we set R
£[/(«) n  £v (k) n cq ©
I  0
0 R € SO(m  — 1 ), on
---
-1
Co E3 n ] URV* > | 1
6 \ / " 1 - F  2
So,
F[/,v, n
R \U ,V ,i i
[n] [uv*]\
3 y/rn
<
16 m V 2
3(36\/ n\og{m)
(107)
> ( 3 <
32 m ^/2
3/36y/n log( ■m' +  P [( ^ ( « ) n M « )) c] +  P[^©].
Under the assumptions of the Lemma, 6 = > ^ /l  -  — m -1 . Hence,
3ms > 0 such that for all m > ms,S(m:r) > ^ a n d s o C  < 1—^  ^  -  1 6 ^  w lo/T?r)~j 
Furthennore, for any k, 3mK such that for m > mK, 16 T lo g m  <  I*  F ° r  W  >
max(m,5. m K), (  < 1 -  For such sufficiently large m, the multiplier | |  < 
Choosing this value for C\ and setting mo =  max(m$,  m K) gives the statement of the 
lemma. □
Lemma 18 (Box violations induced by error). Fix any a  e  (0,1). Let (U, V, i l  E) 
be distributed according to the-random orthogonal model of rank r and with error 
probability ps, with r and ps satisfying
r ( r / m, ps) < 1/4.
Then on the good event £[/(«) n  Sv{n)  n  Eqq,
E [H] [A sign(£70)]] <
F y/ K log(m
: m 2 4 .
(108)
(109)
Proof. We can exploit independence of Q, and E by writing sign(£,0) =  ttq[E]. From 
the representation in the previous letmna,
<S2L [H ' [Asign(Bo)]] 5_«_
F v A i i X >e*n)*[A £],k= 1
The i , j  element of the matrix of interest is
oo / oo \
e * = ( * ]C (7rii7r©)fc7r0[CieJ]’s ) = (M ^ ) -
k= 1 fc=l
On Su (k) D £v (k), ||7r©[c<cJ]||F < ^ „ ¿ m - ° n £ne. | | £ £ t i ( 7r©7''n)fc||FiF < 
j ~ :  <  1, and so ||M ||p  < j - ~ m . The same Martingale argument as in Lemma 
9 shows that
F e [{M, E) > t] < exp
•v/«m log m  '
f 2
mwi exp -
«mlog(m)C
( 110)
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Then by Lemma 13,
E * *  K " . e < exp -
an log( /?? )
(1 1 1 )Km log (m)
Summing over the < m 2 elements in Qc to bound E[|| ■ ||^] and then applying the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality establishes the result. □
The three lemmas in this section combine to yield the following bound on the 
Frobenius norm of the violations.
Corollary 2 (Control of box violations). Fix any (3 > 0, p > 0. There exist constants 
Co (p) > 0, ps > 0, mo with the following property: ifm  > mo and (U, V, Q: E) are 
distributed according to the random orthogonal model of rank
r < C o{p)-^— , (1 12 )
log m
with Bernoulli error probability ps < p*s and random signs, then
^U,V,Ci,T.
Proof By Leimna 12,
[UV* +  W0]
6\/rn
S nl  [UV* +  Wo] < 3(3
< s -K [uv*
3y/rn
+ 5 ° i \H] [UV*3 \/m +
> 1 ---- - m  p.
0
5 2 1_ ['^+[Asign(£70)]]
We use the three previous lemmas to estimate each of these terms. Set k =  2048p 
i
16k1024, and Co =  t4 - . From Lemma 16 and the Markov inequality, for any f2, on Su,
v\u «SQi [UV*3 \/m >0 < (3\Jk log(m) m
1 / 2 - k/144
and so
P t / , V ' , Q , £ [UV* >0 <
From Lemma 18, Pp,v,f2,E
/3\Jk log(m)
5 2 L  [W+[Asign(JE70)]]
m l / 2 - « / 1 4 4 + p [ ^ ( K ) c ]  =
>0
<
log(m)
Finally, by Leimna 17 P(y,v,n,£
m i / 2- » / J 4  +  p [ ( £ t f ( K ) n £ v ( ( c ) ) c] +  p [ £ « e ] =
3v^ >0
<
0y/K\og{m)
Cpm-P
m l / 2 -K /2 0 4 8  +  p  [ { e u { K )  p  S v { K ) r ]  +  p  [ ¿ - @] 
+  o (m~p) .
(3y/K\og(m
Summing the three failure probabilities completes the proof. □
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4.5 Pulling it all together
We close by fitting the probabilistic lemmas in the previous three sections together to 
give a proof of our main result, Theorem 1.
Proof. We show that C0 and m 0 can be selected such that with high probability the 
conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. Set £ =  . Fix m 0 large enough and c* > 0
small enough that on the good event from Lemma 11, as long as C0 < 1,
£c* <
32 G /S +^ +2^ )  - *•
We then must show that
(113)
\\UV* +  Wo || 1,2 +  2 Sill [UV* +  W0]6vÆÎ
Notice that
(114)
||UV* +  Wq|| 1 2  <  \\UV*\\li2 +  ||w 0II 1,2  <  max | | , H2 +  ||Wo||2 ,2 - (115)
i
From Lemmas 7 and 9, for any choice of C0, || W01|2,2 is with overwhelming probability 
bounded by a linear function of r . For any fixed Co, limTn_>O0 r ( r /m , ps) =
Hence, by choosing mo large and ps small, we can bound
II Wq II 2,2 < (116)
with overwhelming probability. Meanwhile, on the overwhelmingly likely good event
£ v ,
l|Vi,.||2 < (117)
for m sufficiently large. Finally, fix ¡3 =  ¿ \ /c *  and choose Cq small enough and m 0 
large enough that the conditions of Corollary 2 are satisfied. Then, with probability at 
least 1 — Cm~p, (26) is satisfied. The same calculations apply to (27).
Finally, on these good events,
II Wo II 2,2 +
Sc
S W. [UV
6v^
+  Wo]
5 5
<  — \/c* +  2 x — \fc* < 1,
F  lo 3o (118)
so (28) holds. By Lemma 3, then, there exists a certifying dual vector, and the proof is 
complete. □
5 Iterative Thresholding for Corrupted Low-rank Ma­
trix Recovery
There are a number of possible approaches to solving the robust PCA semidefinite pro­
gram (2). For small problem sizes, interior point methods offer superior accuracy and
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convergence rates. However, off-the-shelf interior point solvers become impractical for 
data matrices larger than about 70 x 70, due to the 0 (m 6) complexity of solving the 
Newton system. In this section, we propose an alternative first-order method with far 
better scaling behavior. We will use this algorithm for all of our experiments in the 
next section.
Our approach is a straightforward combination of iterative thresholding algorithms 
for nuclear norm minimization [4] and i 1 -norm minimization [26]. As such, it solves 
a slightly modified version of (2), in which a small multiple of the Frobenius norm is 
appended:
min ll^4||* +  'Ml-E'lli +  ^ II^ IIf  +  019)
subj A  +  E  =  D
Here, r  is a large constant; as r  —► oc, we expect the solution to coincide with that of
(2)6.
Our algorithm for solving (119) combines the algorithms of [4] for nuclear nonn 
minimization and [26] for 0 -nonn minimization. It maintains an estimate of a dual 
variable Y  € Rmxn consisting of the Lagrange multipliers for the equality constraint 
D = A  +  E. The algorithm proceeds by soft thresholding the singular values of Y  to 
obtain an estimate of A and soft thresholding the matrix entries themselves to obtain an 
estimate of E. This is made precise in Algorithm 1 below. Theorem 3 of the appendix
Algorithm 1: Iterative Thresholding for Corrupted Low-rank Matrix Recovery
l: Input: Observation matrix D e R mX7\  weights A, r .
2: A q * Omxm Eq * 0mxn, Yo « 0mXn 
3: while not converged 
4: ( E , S , V ) ^ s v d ( Y k_ 1)
5: Ak 4 -  U  [ 5  -  Tl ] + V*
6: Ek <- sign(Yjfc_i) o [|Yfc_ i| -  A rll* ]+
7: Yk <— Yk- 1  -f Sk (D -  A k -  Ek)
8: end while 
9: Output: A.
verifies the correctness of Algorithm 1. The result follows by similar arguments to [4]; 
see the appendix for a proof.
6 Simulations and Experiments
In this section, we first perform several simulations corroborating the our theoretical re­
sults and clarifying their implications. We then sketch applications to two computer vi­
sion problems involving the recovery of intrinsically low-dimensional data from gross 
corruption: background estimation from video and face alignment under varying illu­
mination.
6This can most likely be shown by a similar argument to Theorem 3.1 of [4],
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m rank(.4o) M o
j- l o RT rank ( / l) Iloilo iterations time ( s )M o  II F
too 5 5 0 0 1 . 3  x  1 0 ~ 3 5 5 1 4 1 0 , 0 0 0 3 7 5
2 0 0 1 0 2 , 0 0 0 2 . 6  x  H T 4 1 0 2 , 0 4 1 9 , 5 4 1 1 , 3 6 5
4 0 0 2 0 8 , 0 0 0 2 . 0  x  1 0 ~ 4 2 0 8 , 0 4 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 3 8 3
8 0 0 4 0 3 2 . 0 0 0 6 . 3  x  1 0 ~ ö 4 0 3 2 , 1 3 4 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 4 , 7 2 5
too 5 1 , 0 0 0 8 . 8  x  1 0 “ 3 5  * 1 , 0 5 4 1 0 , 0 0 0 7 0 5
2 0 0 1 0 4 , 0 0 0 1 . 0  x  1 0 “ 3 1 0 " 4 , 0 8 0 1 0 , 0 0 0 6 , 9 5 3
4 0 0 2 0 1 6 , 0 0 0 1 . 3  x  1 0 ~ 4 2 7 , . . . 1 6 , 3 7 1  . 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 3 , 7 6 4
8 0 0 4 0 6 4 , 0 0 0 1 . 6  x  1 0 “ 4 1 1 2 6 5 , 1 4 4 1 0 . 0 0 0 8 3 , 1 4 1
Table 1: Proportional growth.
Proportional growth. We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed iterative thresh­
olding algorithm on randomly generated matrices .'For simplicity, we restrict our exam­
ples to square matrices. We draw Ao according tathe independent random orthogonal 
model described earlier. We generate E q as a ¡sparse matrix whose support is cho­
sen uniformly at random, and whose non-zero entries are independent and uniformly 
distributed in the range [-500,500]. We apply our proposed algorithm on the matrix 
D =  Ao +  Eq to recover ,4 and E. ,.. : A’
The results are presented in Table 1. For these experiments, we choose A =  m ~ 1/2 
and r  =  10,000. We observe that the proposed algorithm is successful in recovering 
A q even when 10% of its entries are corrupted. The relative error in recovering A q 
decreases with increase in dimension m. We note that though the algorithm in some 
cases overestimates the rank of A, we observe that the extra nonzero singular values of 
A  tend to have very small magnitude.
Phase transition wrt (pr,ps). We examine how the rank of A  and the proportion of 
errors in E  affect the performance our algorithm. We fix m = 200 and then construct 
a random matrix pair (A0, E0) satisfying raiik(,40) =  prm and ||E||o =  psm 2, where 
both pr and ps vary between 0 and 1. The parameters A and r  are the same as the 
previous experiment. For each choice of pr and ps, we apply the proposed algorithm
to D, and term a given experiment a success if the recovered A satisfies <
0.05. Each experiment is repeated over 10 trials and the results are plotted in Figure 1 
(left). The color of each cell reflects the empirical recovery rate. White denotes perfect 
recovery in all experiments, and black denotes failure for all experiments. We see that 
there is a relatively sharp phase transition between success and failure of the algorithm 
on the line pr +  ps =  0.25. To verify this behavior, we repeat the experiment, but 
only vary pr and ps between 0 and 0.3. These results, seen in Figure 1 (right), show 
that phase transition remains fairly sharp even at higher resolution. These results are 
conservative, and can be potentially improved by increasing the maximum number of 
iterations (here chosen to be 5000), or varying the choices of A and r.
Example: background modeling from video. Background modeling or subtraction 
from video sequences is a popular approach to detecting activity in the scene, and 
finds application in video surveillance from static cameras. The key problem here is to
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Figure 1: Phase transition wrt (pr,ps)■ Left: (pr,pa) € [0.1]2. Right: (pr,pa) € [0,0.3]2.
guarantee robustness to partial occlusions and illumination changes in the Scene. Back­
ground subtraction fits nicely into our model. If the individual frames are stacked as 
columns of a matrix D, then D can be expressed as the sum of a low-rank background 
matrix and a sparse error matrix representing the activity in the scene. We illustrate this 
idea by two examples (see Figures 2 and 3). In Figure 2,. the video sequence consists 
of 200 frames of a scene in an airport. There is no significant change in illumination 
in the video, but a lot of activity in the foreground. We observe that our algorithm is 
very effective in separating the background from the activity. In Figure d, we have 550 
frames from a scene in a lobby. There is little activity in the video, but the illumination 
changes drastically towards the end of the sequence. We see that our algorithm is once 
again able to recover the background, irrespective of the illumination change.
Example: removing shadows and specularities from face images. Automatic face 
recognition is another domain in computer vision where low-dimensional linear mod­
els have received a great deal of attention [1], The key observation is that under certain 
idealized circumstances, images of the same face under varying illumination lie near an 
approximately nine-dimensional linear subspace known as the harmonic plane. How­
ever, since faces are neither perfectly convex nor Lambertian, face images taken under 
directional illumination often suffer from self-shadowing and specularities.
Suppose that we have a matrix D whose columns represent perfectly aligned train­
ing images of a person’s face under various illumination conditions. Our algorithm 
offers a principled way of removing the shadows and specularities in the images since 
these artifacts are concentrated on small portions of the face images i.e., sparse in the 
image domain. Figure 4 illustrates the results of our technique on images from the 
Extended Yale B database [15]. We observe that our algorithm removes the speculari­
ties in the eyes and the shadows around the nose region. This technique is potentially 
useful for pre-processing training images in face recognition systems to remove such 
deviations from the linear model.
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Figure 2: Background modeling, (a) Video sequence of a scene in an airport. The 
size of each frame is 72 x 88 pixels, and a total of 200 frames were used, (b) Static 
background recovered by our algorithm, (c) Sparse error recovered by our algorithm 
represents activity in the frame.
7 Implications on Low-Rank Matrix Completion
Our result has strong implications for the low-rank matrix completion problem studied 
in [5,6, 8]. In that problem, knowledge of which entries of the matrix are missing 
or corrupted is given. Intuitively, that problem seems easier than the problem studied 
here - it is reasonable to believe that if a low rank matrix A q can be recovered from a 
corruption pattern Q C [m] x [m] without prior knowledge of if, then the same matrix 
can be completed from an observation consisting of a known subset T  =  [m] x [m] \  if 
of its entries.7 Candes and Recht [6] and Candes and Tao [8] studied the following 
convex programming heuristic for the matrix completion problem
A 0 = argm in||A ||* subj A(i, j )  = A0(*, j )  V (i, j )  € T. (120)
The works [6, 8] characterize the number of observations (size of set Y) needed for 
such recovery, under various assumptions on the structure of the matrix A0. For At 
distributed according to the random orthogonal model, [8] proved that
|Y| — Cmr  log8(m) (121)
7In [6], Q denotes this set.
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Figure 3: Background modeling, (a) Video sequence of a lobby scene with changing 
illumination. The size of each frame is 64 x 80 pixels, and a total of 550 frames 
were used, (b) Static background recovered by our algorithm, (c) Sparse error. The 
background is correctly recovered even when the illumination in the room changes 
drastically in the frame on the last row.
observations suffice. When r  — C  log»(»7 1 ) ’ this result becomes empty, since in this 
case the prescribed number of measurements exceeds m 2. As we will see, though, for 
the random orthogonal model, matrices of rank as large as r — Cm  can be recovered 
from incomplete subsets T  of size < (1 -  ps )m 2 . This is the first result to suggest that 
matrix completion should succeed in such a proportional growth scenario. It may seem 
surprising in light of discussions in [8] -  as discussed there, if all one assumes is that 
the singular spaces of A q are incoherent with the standard basis, then m log m mea­
surements are necessary. This apparent disconnect can be explained by the following 
three observations. First, the singular spaces of matrices A q distributed according to 
the random orthogonal model satisfy rich regularity properties in addition to incoher­
ence. In particular, the submatrix norm considerations used in bounding ||7r©7rf2||F,F 
in our proof of Theorem 1 can be viewed as a kind of restricted isometry property for 
the singular vectors U and V. Second, for both corrupted matrix recovery and matrix 
completion our proofs make heavy use of the independence of U and V  in the random 
orthogonal model. Independence and orthogonal invariance allow us to introduce an 
auxiliary randomization R  over the choice of basis for U, decoupling 7i't (which only 
depends on the subspace spanned by U and not on any choice of basis for the space) 
from UV*, which very clearly does depend on the choice of basis. The third and final 
caveat in interpreting our Theorem 2 is that this result only supersedes (121) in the
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Figure 4: Removing shadows and specularities from face images, (a) Cropped and 
aligned images of a person’s face under different illuminations from the Extended Yale 
B database. The size of each image is 96 x 84 pixels, and a total of 29 different 
illuminations were used, (b) Images recovered by our algorithm, (c) The sparse errors 
returned by our algorithm correspond to specularities in the eyes and shadows around 
the nose region.
domain of large rank r. For smaller r, (121) remains the strongest available result for 
matrix completion in the random orthogonal model.
There are obviously connections between low-rank matrix completion and low- 
rank matrix recovery from corrupted measurements. Moreover, the convex relaxations 
(120)-and (2) are similar in their use of the nuclear norm as a rank-surrogate. There is, 
however, a tighter connection between the relaxations at a more technical level. Duality 
considerations in [6] give the following characterization of A q that can be recovered 
by solving ( 120):
Lemma 19 ( [6], Lemma 3.1). Let Aq g RmXm be a rank-r matrix with reduced 
singular value decomposition USV*. As above, let
© = span ({UM* \ M € RmXr} U {MV* \ M  € RmXr}) C RmXm. (122)
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Suppose there exists a matrix Y  such that
{ tt©[Y] =  UV*, ttr ± [Y] = 0, ||7re±[y]||2|2 < 1 }• (123)
Then Ao is the unique solution to the semidefinite program
min IIA II« subj 7Tt [A] = n r  [A0]. (124)
Now, (123) is feasible if and only if the system
{ 7r©[W] =  0, 7TTx[W] = nTx [ -U V *], ||W ||2,2 < 1 } (125)
is feasible in W  =  Y  -  UV*. Here, T 1  is the set of missing elements from the ma­
trix to be completed; we can identify this set with the set of corrupted entries Q in 
the low-rank recovery problem that is the main focus of this paper. This is again a 
random subset of [m] x [m] in which the inclusion of each pair (i , j ) is an indepen­
dent B e rn o u lli^ )  random variable. Hence, if we can show that the matrix Wq V de­
fined in Lemma 7 as the minimum Frobenius norm solution to the equality constraints 
7r©[IF] =  0, 7tn[W] =  7rn[—UV] has operator norm bounded below 1 , we will have 
further established that An uniquely solves (120), and hence can be efficiently recov­
ered by nuclear norm minimization. Lemma 7 immediately implies Theorem 2:
Proof. First, notice that max(pr ,/os) < ^  ==» r(pr,p s) < Under this con­
dition, with probability at least 1 -  exp (Cm  +  O(logm )), the minimizer Wq V is 
uniquely defined and satisfies
Choose mo large enough that the second term is < \  and 1 +  ^  4-
Then on the above good event, \\Wtfv ||2,2 < 256r(pr, ps) +  For pr, ps sufficiently
small, this is bounded below one: for example, max(pr , ps) < suffices.8 □
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A Convergence of Algorithm 1
In this section, we prove that the iteration in Algorithm 1 converges to the global opti­
mum of (119). The proof is a trivial modification of the arguments of [4], reproduced 
here for completeness. Let
M A ,  E ) =  t | | A | | .  + A rPIU  + i \ \A fF +  | | |£ | | |- .
Lemma 20. Let (Z , . Z-,) g d4>T(A, E), and (Z[, Zl, j g d<pr (A', E ’). Then
( Z i - Z ' v A -  A') +  (Z2 -  Z2,E  — E') >  ||X -  A 'f r  +  ||E  -  E '||>.
Proof S ince(Z i,Z 2) € d f T{A ,E ),Z x e d(r||A ||*+4||A |||0  andZ2 € d(Ar||£?||i+ 
t}\\E\\2f ). We can therefore write Z\ =  t (UV* +  Q) +  A, where USV* is a reduced 
SVD of A, IIQH < 1, Q* A — 0, and A*Q =  0. A similar expression can be given for 
Z[. So,
(Z\ — Z [,A  -  A') -  r { U V * + Q - U 'V '* - Q ',A - A ')  + \ \ A - A f\\l
=  r  (||A||* +  Ill'll* -  (Q, A') -  {Q ' , A)) +  \\A -  A 1 \\%,
where we have used that (U V*,A) — tr  [VU*USV*] =  tr[5] =  ||A||*. Since 
'|(Q ,'4 ') | < ||Q || ||A!||* < || A'|| (and likewise for |(Q ',A)|), (127) is > ||A -  A '||^ .
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Similarly, Z2 — t W  +  E, where Wtj =  sign(Eij) for Ei3 ^  0, and Wi3 e  [-1 ,1] if 
Eij =  0. So, we have that
(Z2 — Z f  E  -  E')  =  t { W - W \ E - E ' )  +  \ \ E - E ' \ \ l
=  t  ( (W , E)  +  ( i n  E')  -  (W, E' )  -  (W' ,  E ) )  +  \\E -  E '\\2f
= rdiEh + unit - <nn - (w,®) +\\e - e '\\P2d
Since again \ (W,E' ) \  < \\E'\h and \ ( W ' , E ) \  < ||£ '||1, (127) is bounded below by 
\\E — E'\\2f . Combining the bounds for the two parts completes the proof. □
As in [4], let V a denote the singular value shrinkage operator, which maps a matrix 
A  with SVD A  =  USV* to U[S -  a!]+V*.
Lemma 21. The thresholding operator ipatp : (A, E) 
optimization problem
{VaA, SpE) solves the
min a p ! ||* + 0\\B2\\i +  M \A ~  # i |If  +  IIIE -  B 2f F. (128)r>\ ,.t>2
Proof. This follows from optimality properties of V  and S  individually. □
Theorem 3. Suppose that 0 < Sk < 2 for all k. Then the sequence A k, E k obtained 
by Algorithm 1 converges to the unique global optimum of (119).
Proof Suppose that (A*, E*, Y *) are are optimal for (119). Then 3 (Z i , Z2) € d(pr (A*, E* 
such that
Zi -  Y* =  0 and Z2 -  Y* = 0.
Similarly, since (Ak, Ek) =  ipr M {Yk- i) ,  by Lemma 21, 3(Z f, Z%) € d<pT such that9
Z \ - Y k = 0 and Y* =  0 .
Combining the two, we can write
Yfc -  Y* =  Z \  -  Zi and Yk - Y  
This implies, via Lemma 20, that
-
{Ak -A*,Yk -Y*)  =  (Ak - A \ Z l - Z , )  >  \\Ak -  A*\\j, 
(Et -  £*, Yk -  Y*) = (Et -  E \Z %  -  Z2) > ||Ek -  E* f F
Now,
l in  - v*  || 21 IIF =  ||Yi_i — -K* +  -  J4* — £fc)|| j.
=  | |n _ ,  -  K*|||. +  2h { Y k- !  -  Y \  D -  At -  E k) +  6l\\D -  At -
< lin-1 -  r*|||- -  26h(Yt-i  Y*,Ak-  A*)
-  26k{Yk-!  Y \ E k-  E*) +  6l\\D A k - & ||>
< ||n-i - V*||f - 241 \Ak- ^*||f - -
9Noticing that the objective function in (i28) can be written as <t>T{B i . Bo) — ((Bi.Bo),  ( / l,  E )) +  
h\\{A,E)\\%.
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Hence, if 0 < Sk <  2, the sequence \\Yk -  Y*\\ is nonincreasing. This sequence 
therefore converges to a limit (possibly 0), and therefore \\Ak — ,4*\\F —*• 0 and \\Ek -  
E*\\f —*• 0, establishing the result. □
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